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1.

Introduction

Traditional detection mechanisms, as used in the early days of the antivirus industry, are nowadays
complemented by modern dynamic decision heuristics. Static decision heuristics are no longer able to
respond adequately to the rising flood of new Malware. Old heuristics rely on generating a fingerprint of
Malware that serves as a significant feature for identifying Malware. The Malware detection software uses
code fragments, file properties or hashes of code fragments that are already known to originate from
Malware. If this fingerprint is found during the examination, the respective file can be detected as Malware.
However, this procedure has a disadvantage, i.e. the fingerprints are very susceptible to minor changes within
the files. The countermeasures used by the Malware developers (e.g. server-side polymorphism) can thus
ensure that the newly developed Malware differs from the known fingerprints and therefore cannot be
detected as malicious.
In order to react quickly to such countermeasures and generate artificial knowledge with the least possible
human effort, it is necessary to formalize the regularities and patterns of underlying malware. Machine
learning is a generic term for generating artificial knowledge from experience. Machine learning algorithms
build a model which is then used for predicting if unknown data or behaviour can be classified as benign or
malicious as accurately as possible.
Generally, there are three main categories of machine learning approaches for creating statistical models,
namely supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning. In supervised learning, an algorithm is
provided with a fully labeled dataset, meaning that it is trained on known input and output data. A supervised
learning algorithm on that basis trains the model and generates predictions. In a training phase, an algorithm
is provided with the correct function value for an input. After several runs, an algorithm should have
established associations between the input and output data, and thus should be directed towards a particular
problem. After the training phase, the system can apply the learned model to unknown test data in the test
phase. If the model is adequately accurate, it can be used as a productive system for prediction. In the
unsupervised learning on the other hand, an algorithm is provided with a completely unlabeled dataset,
consequently, it cannot be trained in the same way as in supervised learning. Instead, the algorithm is used
here to explore completely unknown structures, find the structure in the data, and thus provide useful
prediction information accessible to humans. As the name suggests, semi-supervised learning is something
in between supervised and unsupervised learning. In this case the input data is a mixture of both, labeled
and unlabeled examples.
Copyright
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Within SIMARGL, the consortium partners use machine learning to identify newly emerging exploits.
Knowledge is generated from already known exploits by means of machine learning and this knowledge is
applied to newly emerging exploits. Many new threats share an intersection with already known threats,
whose patterns can thus be recognized, and the attack can be fended off in the core.

1.1

Scope

The aim of this deliverable D4.3 is to present:
•

a description of the global principles of each machine learning algorithm implemented in SIMARGL;

•

a contextualization of machine learning in relation to the algorithms used by the consortium
partners.

The unified JSON metadata and the data extracted for network detection are already presented in the
deliverable D4.2. In the following, the criteria to be considered when explaining the algorithms are listed.
Depending on the particular machine learning technology used, it is possible that not all of the listed criteria
to be meaningfully described. If this is not possible for an algorithm, the largest possible sensible set of
criteria should be described.

1.1.1 Threat detection

SIMARGL has set itself the task of addressing and detecting various threats with the platform. Every
presented algorithm will be named in the context of its addressing threat which shall be detected by the
algorithm itself.

1.1.2 Area of implementation

Within D4.2 multiple different capture points of the end-users are presented. The capture points where the
Netflows will be dispatched can be servers, databases or DMZ routers just to name a few concrete instances.
Every presented algorithm in this document works in a specific area within the network. The partners
describe this area and the interaction of the algorithm with its environment.

1.1.3 Used Datasets

The datasets used for machine learning are an integral part of the learning procedure. This criterion is used
to give a brief explanation of the dataset used. The following subcriteria shall be mentioned:
•
•
•
•
•

Dataset name
Brief description
Labeled/unlabeled
Number of instances in the dataset
Time of creation

Copyright
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1.1.4 Input Data/Feature Set

Input datasets are necessary to train the respective algorithms. These can be available in multiple acquisition
types. Each consortium partner explains the corresponding acquisition type in the description of the
algorithm. The following sub-criteria can be considered for the presentation of the various input data:
•

What is the source of the data (logfile, pcap, netflow, permission set, hids-data)?

•

How was the data obtained?

•

How is the data structured (raw, json, xml, text, structured, csv)?

•

Does the data have to be prepared before use (e.g. transformation to csv, etc.)?

•

Which data was ultimately used for the input (e.g. only ip-addresses from pcap, only errors from
apache weblog, etc.)?

1.1.5 Underlying detected pattern

The core of machine learning is the recognition of patterns in labeled, unlabeled or partially labeled datasets.
Every threat is detected by a pattern that deviates from the norm. In order to present an exact behavior of
the algorithm, each consortium partner will explain the pattern deviating from the norm which the algorithm
detects.

1.1.6 Methods and models

Performing a machine learning analysis results in a creation of a model which is then trained on the provided
dataset to make predictions. Partners will briefly explain the type of the models created by machine learning
algorithms, e.g. neural networks or decision trees.

1.1.7 Output & Threshold Values

The output of the machine learning process can be very different depending on the algorithm. For example,
algorithms can produce a classification (e.g. benign, suspicious or malicious), or a numerical (continuous)
outputs. Each of the algorithms presented should present, describe and discuss the output that it returns.
Moreover, the classification and the output depend on threshold values. These threshold values and the
associated false positive and false negative rates shall also be explained.

Copyright
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2.

Neuronal Networks in IDS

The following subsections describe the usage of neuronal network for the detection of intrusion. Various
neuronal networks and their use as IDS are explained. Furthermore, the used technologies for realizing these
networks, TensorFlow and Keras are explained. Moreover, the used datasets and the improvements for the
described algorithms are presented.

2.1

Artificial Neural Networks in Intrusion Detection

Cybersecurity is an immensely broad topic, with different measures designed to counter different attack
vectors [1]. The application of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) for intrusion detection systems (IDS) and
malware detection is hardly a new concept. There have been evaluations of the notion of using ANN to aid
anomaly detection and malware detection as far as in 2009 [2]. In [3], the author's attempt to address the
problems of overfitting, high memory consumption and high overhead of standard IDS / malware detection
with a feed-forward ANN. Specifically, a 2-layered feed-forward ANN was recommended. The
aforementioned problems were handled through a conjugated training function and validation dataset. The
authors claim that their method achieves similar results to classical procedures, but with less computational
overhead. The procedure was tested on the benchmark KDD’99 dataset. The conclusion of the paper states
that less data is better because of the time the machine needs to crunch it.
In [4], pruning of the ANN is evaluated as part of the optimisation of the network. It is basically the deletion
of neural nodes of either the input or the hidden layers. This makes the ANN faster, as fewer computations
have to be processed. In [5], an Artificial Neural Network also showed promise as an IDS when evaluated. In
fact, the results were very encouraging.
In [6] Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is employed as a feature extractor, before feeding the data to the
ANN, as opposed to providing the inputs directly from the dataset. As the article illustrates, this drops the
memory requirements of the method significantly, along with the time of training necessary. The two
evaluated methods displayed comparable results as far as the accuracy is concerned. This makes applying
PCA clearly the best option. Using a Kernel PCA betters the training time of ANN but uses significantly more
memory than the traditional PCA. Both methods have similar accuracy measures, so the authors of [7]
conclude that using a mix of different algorithms is preferable. There has been research on utilising Graphical
Processing Units to accelerate ANN based IDS, since GPUs are a good fit for ANN computations. An increase
in performance has been proven [8].
The authors of [9] evaluate an ANN with one hidden layer in comparison with a Support Vector Machine, a
Naïve Bayes and a C4.5 algorithm. The ANN achieves comparable, or better results in malware detection, but
thanks to the simplest nature of a 3-layer ANN framework requires fewer computations than others tested
Copyright
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algorithms. The experiments were performed on the NSL-KDD dataset, which is the current benchmark, and
the successor of KDD’99.
In [10] the authors use a convolutional neural network to extract spatial features and Bi-directional long
short-term memory to extract temporal features, they name their approach the deep hierarchical network
model. The solution is used on the NSL-KDD and UNSW-NB15 datasets, the well-known cybersecurity
benchmarks. The training dataset is prepared with the use of one-sided selection and synthetic minority
oversampling technique to first reduce noise in the benign class and oversample the minority classes, forming
balanced datasets. The authors report 83.58% accuracy on NSL-KDD and 77.16% on UNSW-NB15.
In [11] the author's aim to resolve the problem of high dimensionality and the amount of noise in
cybersecurity data. To this end, they employ a combination of deep belief network (DBN) with featureweighted support vector machine (WSVM). The DBN is trained with the use of an adaptive learning rate,
which is used as a feature extractor. Then the features are inputted to a particle-swarm-optimized WSVN.
The solution is tested on NSL-KDD, achieving the accuracy of 85.73% for binary classification.
The authors of [12] propose a model they call BAT, which mixes a Bidirectional Long Short-term memory
network with an attention mechanism. The attention mechanism is utilized to scan the features obtained by
the BLSTM. This is inputted to a CNN with multiple convolutional layers, achieving a model that does not
require feature engineering. The approach achieves 85.25% accuracy.

2.2

The Proposed Method Based on Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are an all-purpose utility for modelling. The initial concept [13] found
a variety of modifications, like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [14], Radial Basis Function Networks
[15], Radial Basis Probabilistic Function Neural Networks [16][17], Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN) [18] and
many more. With a myriad of applications, including Natural Language Processing [19], Biometrics [20],
finding polynomial roots [21][22][23],intrusion detection [24] and many more, they are an accepted and
renowned tool for data mining, with classification, regression, clustering and time series analysis abilities.
The basic assumption of an ANN is that it imitates, to a certain extent, the learning competencies of
a biological neural network, stressing by principle the properties of neural networks found in human brains,
although strongly streamlined [25]. The surprising modelling capacity of ANN in pattern recognition derives
from its strong malleability as it fits to data. This extensive approximation capacity is markedly important
when handling real-world data, when the information is plentiful, but the patterns buried in it remains
uncovered. The optimization of the setup can play an important part in the results the setup achieves [26].
In an ANN, knowledge is gained through updating weights with consecutive batches of data instances. The
algorithm can recognize the associations among the variables, as well as generalize in a way that allows for

Copyright
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high performance on new, unforeseen data. [27] It is basically like fitting a line, or a plane, or a hyperplane
through a set [28].
An artificial neural network with a sole computational layer is dubbed a perceptron. It consists of an input
and an output computational layer. After the data points are fed to the input layer, they are issued to the
computational layer. The input layer contains d nodes that speak for d features X = [x1 ... xd] and edges of
weight W = [w1 ... wd]. The output neuron computes W·X=∑di=1(wixi). In case of the perceptron, the forecast
is binary, and is delineated by the sign of the value that is the result of the output layer computation. To help
deal with distribution imbalance, bias can be added.
Numerous activation functions can be utilized in artificial neural networks with multiple hidden layers. For
easier training, it is commonly either the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) or Hard Tanh in multilayered networks.
The error of the regression can be indicated as the difference between the real-life test value and the
predicted value. If the error is not equal to 0, the weights should be amended. Thus, the purpose of the
perceptron is to minimize the least-squares between y and, for all data points in dataset D. This objective is
named the loss function. The loss function is defined over the whole dataset X, the weights W are updated
with the learning rate α, and the algorithm iterates over the entire dataset until it converges.
A multi-layer neural network is created via multiple computational layers, also named the hidden layers. The
title itself hints to the black-box character of those layers, as the computations are shrouded from the user’s
perspective. The data points are carried from the input layer to subsequent layers with computations at every
stage, down to the output layer. The aforementioned procedure is referred to as the feed-forward neural
network [29]. The exact count of nodes in the foremost computational layer usually does not reach the count
of nodes of the input layer. The particular number of neurons and the number of hidden layers is in
proportion to the intricacy of the necessary model and on the data [27]. While in some special cases utilizing
a fully connected layer is the norm, the use of hidden layers with the count of neurons below that of the
inputs grants a loss in representation, which often times increases the network’s performance. This is very
likely the result of getting rid of the noise in data [29]. A network built with too many neurons can display
unwanted behaviour known as overfitting, also named overtraining. This particular phenomenon occurs
when the artificial neural network fitted the exact patterns found in the training dataset so tightly, that it
experiences significant difficulty in performing on unforeseen data, as the approximation is not sufficiently
generalized [29].

2.3

The Usage of Backpropagation

Having to train a single-layer perceptron is straightforward - the loss function is a function of the weights.
With multiple layers, the procedure becomes more demanding as it makes many layers of weights influence
Copyright
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one another. Backpropagation calculates the Error Gradient as the sum of local gradients over multiple paths
to the output node [29]. The algorithm consists of two phases the forward and the backward phase. In the
forward phase, the data points are served to the input nodes, and one after one the results at consecutive
layers are computed with the current weights. The result of this prediction is compared to the training
instance. The backward phase uncovers the gradient of the loss function for all the weights. The gradients
update the weights, starting from the output layer, stepping back all the way to the first layer. This weight
updating process iterates over the training data - each iteration is called an epoch – ANN scan often
necessitates thousands of those iterations to attain convergence.

2.4

The Used Technologies: TensorFlow and Keras

For this work TensorFlow has been used, which is a high performance, opensource library, provided by the
developers and engineers of the Google Brain team. It serves as a capable support for machine and deep
learning, and it is currently implemented in an array of scientific and industry applications [30]. Keras, which
operates on top of TensorFlow and a myriad of other machine learning libraries, brings an astounding speed
of experimentation along with incomparable user experience. This is attained via a modular, expandable
design. Keras was brought into existence more as an interface than an autonomous library. Keras received
full support in the TensorFlow library and enables intuitive coding of both machine and deep learning
procedures [31].

2.5

Improving the selected algorithms with hyperparameter optimization

One of the most important parts of the Artificial Neural Network design comes in the role of the activation
function, as the effect it carries over the achievable results is straight forward. The network can
accommodate diverse types of activation functions. The decision on the type of an activation function plays
a crucial role especially in the multi-layer networks, as each layer can have its own non-linear activation
function [29]. Each distinctive function can have a special influence on the results of the ANN, as well as how
the ANN converges, and the comprehensive nature of the network. Out of a wide range of activation
functions Φ(v), the four most often appearing in the current literature were selected:
•

Sigmoid

•

Hard Sigmoid

•

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

•

Hyperbolic Tangent (tanh)

The optimal network setup is found by using a grid search procedure, which completes an all-encompassing
search over the hyperparameter’s space. The grid search parameters included:
•

the epoch count

Copyright
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•

the batch size

•

the activation function

•

the optimizer

•

in some tests the number of hidden layers

•

in some tests the number of neuron nodes.

The full cycle of learning and adapting the weights of the network is called an epoch. The particular count of
samples utilized in one iteration is called batch size [29]. The grid search can test different activation functions
and optimizers. The optimizers evaluated in this work were:

2.6

•

Adaptive Moment Estimation (adam)

•

Root Mean Square Propagation (rmsprop)

•

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

Dimensionality Reduction

The search for a feature vector which communicates the nature of the dataset, but without having to
represent every single feature is named dimensionality reduction. The domain concerns the construction of
an n-dimensional projection that explains the data of a k-dimensional space. Computational benefits of this
procedure are apparent.
Other benefits include preventing the ’curse of dimensionality’. This predicament causes the ML classifiers
to fall short of the expected results with the increase in dataset dimensions [25]. Exponential increase of
samples is necessary for the algorithms balance this shortcoming. A wide range of approaches to
dimensionality reduction exist. Since negligible features often constitute noise, frequently, feature selection
is implemented to acquire the most applicable feature set. However, there are other methods to arrive at a
smaller feature set which explains the data thoroughly. A different approach comes in the form of Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA). This approach has a two-fold focus - the maximization of distance of particular
class centroids and the minimization of variation within those classes. In other words, LDA helps determine
boundaries between clusters of classes.
Another method of dimensionality reduction, frequently used in subject literature, is Principal Component
Analysis (PCA). PCA looks for the view of the data where the variance is maximized. An example introduced
in [25] shows that if the data creates a line, performing PCA would immediately indicate that the variance
over all but one dimension equals 0. Thus, since the features of those dimensions are useless, they can be
omitted. Even though data-gathering could suggest a high signal strength in one direction, the data will most
likely contain noise in a substantial number of features. Provided the signal overpowers the noise to a high
enough extent, the elicited projection containing maximum variance is highly likely to convey the essence of
the data.
Copyright
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2.7

Description of the Datasets

Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset - CICIDS2017 is an effort to create a dependable and recent
cybersecurity dataset. The Intrusion Detection datasets are notoriously hard to come by, and the ones
available display at least one of frustrating concerns, like the lack of traffic diversity, attack variety,
insufficient features, etc. The authors of CICIDS2017 offer a dataset with realistic benign traffic, created as
an interpolation of the behavior of 25 users using multiple protocols. The dataset is a labeled capture of 5
days of work, with 4 days putting the framework under siege by a plethora of attacks, including malware,
DoS attacks, web attacks and others. This work relies on the captures from Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. CICIDS2017 constitutes one of the newest datasets available to researchers, featuring over 80
network flow characteristics. The Imbalance Ratio of the Majority Class to the sum of all the numbers of
samples of the rest of the classes was calculated to be 2.902.
IoT-23 is a novel dataset of traffic gathered from networked Internet of Things (IoT) entities. The dataset
consists of 20 malware captures implemented in IoT devices, and 3 captures of benign traffic. The set was
published in January 2020, and the captures were gathered over 2018 and 2019 by the Stratosphere
Laboratory, AIC group, FEL, CTU University, Czech Republic. The aim of the set is to provide a large collection
of real IoT malware infection data, which is labeled and thus suitable for machine learning. This dataset and
its research is funded by Avast Software, Prague.
LITNET-2020 is a dataset developed for research of efficient network-intrusion-detection methods. It consists
of realistic and up-to-date network flow captures. The dataset aims to provide real-world network-based
data expressing the essence of contemporary network intrusions. The dataset is a novel annotated
benchmark dataset. The dataset contains captures described with 85 network features and 12 attack types.

Copyright
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3.

Threat independent Detection

The following subsections are describing methods for thread independent detection. At first the possible
usage of eBPF is shown. Furthermore, detection mechanisms for malware are described, which are based on
analysis of energy consumption as well as process correlation.

3.1

eBPF-based Detection

The eBPF (extended Berkley Packet Filter) is a performance measurement framework built in the Linux kernel.
eBPF can be used to gather a variety of data or events. This class of algorithms is expected to produce simple
measurements, which can be used as raw information for the SIMARGL framework, or to engineer indicators.
A possible example is the use of eBPF to detect cryptolocker-style malware that targets primarily the filesystem. In this case, the presence of an attack (i.e., a class of threats operating on the file system and
producing a relevant load of operations) can be spotted by tracing generic I/O activity, such as the read/write
operations performed via __x64_sys_read and __x64_sys_write system calls. The obtained bulk of data can
be offered to the SIMARGL layers to do a multi-source/data-fusion-based detection, or to develop ad hoc
machine learning techniques especially exploiting this metric. Moreover, the eBPF can also be used to
populate the Data Layer or interact with data fusion capabilities of the overall architecture.

3.2

Traffic-based Detection

In general, within the SIMARGL framework, network covert channels can be detected in two manners. The
first uses eBPF-like measurements. In this case, eBPF can be used as a simple data gathering tool, thus
allowing to provide the needed information to the framework in an efficient manner but without performing
additional computation. Another use of eBPF is to extract protocol fields or performance measurements (e.g.,
the packet delay) that can be used to produce condensed performance indicators that can feed machinelearning models or used in standalone algorithms (e.g., a threshold-based tool to label/flag suspicious traffic
flows). Lastly, eBPF can also be used to measure some API/node behavior to recognize the presence of MitM
entities or malware manipulating network packets. Such information can be fused with other inputs gathered
by the SIMARGL platform.
Another approach to be used for detecting network covert channels (including communications used to
orchestrate a botnet, operate a backdoor or exfiltrate data) is to collect network traffic and searching for
specific patterns, signatures in main protocol artifacts or well-known alterations (e.g., distributions of the
jitter). In this case, algorithms to be developed will be borrowed from the network intrusion detection
literature but taking advantage of threat-agnostic metrics when possible. Traffic can also be used to feed
machine-learning-based frameworks as to reveal correlations or traits unknown as well as to have a sort of
Copyright
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black-box modelling of some indicators that can be used to spot anomalies (e.g., the evolution of the
interpacket time).

3.3

Process-Correlation and Energy-Based Detection

This class of algorithms mainly targets the “colluding application” threat and aims at finding anomalous
interactions among processes or deviations in the usage of network/hardware resources causing major
energy drains. Such information can be used to detect an attack, to launch an alarm for requiring a closer
inspection (even by using machine-learning or resource-intensive detection methods) while providing
scalability. Measures can be done with eBPF-like methods or via ad hoc probes/frameworks to be integrated
within the SIMARGL architecture.
Moreover, the information needed to compute ad hoc metrics and feed this class of detection algorithms
can be retrieved by other services populating the SIMARGL architecture. For instance, tools like
OrionMalware can share information about a detonated executable which then can be used to check for the
presence of a steganographic weaponization. As it happens for other similar algorithms developed within
SIMARGL, the modelling of the behaviours of interest can be done via a black-box approach. Besides, specific
metrics (e.g., the process correlation) can be used to enhance the accuracy of other algorithms implemented
in the toolkit as well as to be “fused” with other information to help machine-learning detection techniques
to improve their accuracy.

3.4

Detection of Malicious PowerShell via the StegExpose Tool

Prior some tuning to fit the purposes of SIMARGL purposes, the StegExpose tool can be used as a standalone
service for the detection of malicious PowerShell scripts embedded within digital images, thus becoming a
part of the toolkit proposed by SIMARGL. However, the outcomes provided by StegExpose (e.g., in terms of
detected attacks) can be further utilized as an input for machine learning algorithms. The aim can be twofold:
1. to further boost the detection accuracy of the StegExpose
2. to be able to precisely estimate the size of the PowerShell script embedded within the digital image.
The latter can be used, e.g., to identify the specific, well-known malicious script used by the attackers (e.g.,
Mimikatz) or to assign it to one of the classes of malicious PowerShell scripts to be able to assess the risks
related to its functionality (for instance, one class of scripts can try to access certain URLs while the others
can try to perform complex operations on the infected machine).

3.5

Datasets

The main problem with the detection of various types of stegomalware (which utilize network traffic, interprocesses communication or digital media files) is that currently there are no public datasets of a suitable
size and with a proper organization of data (e.g., labels) that can be used to feed machine learning algorithms
Copyright
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out-of-the-box. For instance, there are datasets for well-known data hiding techniques that are applicable
mostly to digital media files (e.g., IStego100K - https://github.com/YangzlTHU/IStego100K), however, they
cannot be easily utilized for the purpose of detection of threats described in the previous subsections. At
best they need significant adjustments in order to become useful or they have to be created from scratch.
This means that in order to develop effective machine learning-based detection methods it would be
necessary to prepare the datasets suitable for this purpose. That is why, during the SIMARGL project we will
also try to develop different datasets to support the envisaged detection methods. Moreover, according to
the outcome, such datasets (or parts) could be publicly released as to support the research on eBPF-based,
network traffic-based, process-based, and StegExpose-based detection.

Copyright
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4.

Anomaly Detection in Network

This chapter aims for the description of intrusion detection mechanisms within networks. An algorithm for
Botnet detection is presented, as are various anomaly detection in networks in general.

4.1

Botnet infection within a private network
Partner(s)

Algorithm (Botnet detection)
Thales

Threat detection

This algorithm focuses on the detection of hosts infected by a
botnet within a private network. In fact, we seek to find hosts
infected by major botnets such as Zeus, Neris, Rbot, etc.

Area of implementation

In order to implement the algorithm, we need information
about incoming and outgoing flows towards each host.

Used dataset(s)

We used the publicly available CTU-13 dataset [39] containing
13 scenarios of bot infections. Scenarios are split between
training and test datasets. In each scenario, a different botnet
piece of malware is executed in a virtual network to mimic the
behavior of an infection that is spreading. Depending on the
scenario, between 1 and 10 hosts are infected among a few
hundred. They communicate with the C&C server through IRC,
P2P or HTTP. In addition, they perform malicious activities such
as sending spam, perpetrating Click-Fraud (CF), port scanning
(PS) or DDoS attacks. Labeled flows are available in binetflow
files. We can also find the whole pcap files containing unlabeled
flows for more details.
This dataset is widely used in recent bot detection methods,
which makes us able to compare ourselves to other methods.

Input data/Feature sets

To learn from labeled flows and compute features, we need to
collect for each flow:
-

the source and destination IP addresses,

-

the protocol (TCP, UDP or ICMP),

-

in case of TCP or UDP flows: the source and destination
port numbers,
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-

in case of ICMP flows: the ICMP code and type.

Then, for each host (i.e. each source IP address), we compute
frequency distributions of 9 attributes: TCP destination IP
addresses, TCP source port numbers, TCP destination port
numbers, UDP destination IP addresses, UDP source port
numbers, UDP destination port numbers, ICMP destination IP
addresses, ICMP codes, ICMP types.
We then concatenate these 9 frequency distributions to build
the signature of one given host.
Underlying detected pattern

Our detection pattern relies on the observation that benign and
infected hosts have different kinds of communications, and that
could be seen on the range and values they used for TCP, UDP
and ICMP packets, and IP addresses contacted and range for
port numbers used.
Let us review each of these attributes to see how
communications from bots differ from the ones from benign
hosts.
First, we observe uncommon behaviours specific to a botnet for
TCP flows:
-

Destination ports usually range between 0 and 1023.
These ports are associated to given services by the
Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA), e.g.,
TCP/80 typically runs HTTP and TCP/443 HTTPS.
However, bots show different usages of destination
ports: they are usually diverse and represent services
often targeted by attackers such as TCP/25 (SMTP) or
TCP/23 (Telnet), vulnerable to spam and attacks. We
also observe some exotic destination port numbers
used to access proxies that host the C&C server.

-

Source ports represent ephemeral ports, allocated
automatically from a predefined range by the IP stack
software. The IANA recommends using the [49152,
65535] port range to allocate them. Most Linux kernels
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use the [32768, 61000] range. We observe that bots
rarely use the IANA or Linux range, but rather the [1025,
5000] range. We found that old FreeBSD versions and
Microsoft Windows Operating Systems (OS) until
Windows XP also used this range. This obviously
depends on the OS of the infected host, but as bots
infect vulnerable devices including connected objects,
the range for ephemeral ports used by bots is often
different from regular ones.
-

Destination IP addresses: benign hosts do not usually
communicate with all subnets, but only some specific
ones. Among them, we usually observe addresses in the
same subnetwork than the source IP address, private
networks including 192.168.0.0/16) and cloud service
subnetworks, mostly Google ones, often contacted for
Google Analytics and similar collateral services. For
bots, destination IP addresses usually cover a larger
space than for benign nodes, as it is in case of a spam or
network scanning.

There are specific botnet behaviours also for UDP flows:
-

Destination ports are associated with particular
services by IANA. For UDP it is common to observe a
fixed destination port set to 53, that represents
connections to the local DNS server.

-

Source ports are used for ephemeral ports as for TCP,
their range depends on the OS implementation. The
range for ephemeral ports used by bots is often
different than for benign hosts, as for TCP flows.

-

There is usually a fixed destination IP address
representing the DNS server IP address.

Finally, ICMP flows also show specific botnet behaviours:
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-

The ICMP type gives a global information about the kind
of message (e.g., 0 for Echo Reply and 3 for Destination
Unreachable). There is usually only a few ICMP packets.
However, in case of a botnet, there may be many ICMP
messages, in case of a ping flood or an ICMP DoS attack.
We also observe replies like "Port unreachable" and
"Network unreachable" when the bot performs port
scanning.

-

The ICMP code gives additional context information for
the message (e.g., if the type is 3, the code can be 0 if
the destination network is unreachable or 1 if the
destination host is unreachable, etc).

-

The hosts frequently reply to destination IP addresses
that targeted them, with messages like "port
unreachable" if it was a port scanning. The number of
such packets is low for benign hosts, and larger for bots.

Threshold values

To set up the threshold values and hyperparameters, we need
to tune our algorithm during the training phase in order to get
the best classification rates.
To do so, we rely on metrics such as the confusion matrix, and
the precision, the recall and the F1-score. These indicators give
us an idea about the percentage of true detection rate (how
many bots were effectively detected), the percentage of false
positives (how many benign hosts were labeled as bots) and the
trade-off between both.

Method

The goal of our solution is to label bots as such, avoiding false
positives. Let Sip, Dip, Sport and Dport represent respectively
the source and the destination IP addresses, the source and the
destination port numbers, of a flow.
The overall approach contains several steps:
1. Flow record collection.
2. Host network filtering and grouping.
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3. Quantification

(attribute

frequency

distribution

computation): signatures of each host is defined. TCP,
UDP and ICMP flows are characterized separately to
better take into account each protocol specificity.
4. Offline training (clustering): this consists in grouping
similar signatures from the training set into clusters to
label clusters either as bot or benign based on ground
truth.
5. Online classification (distance computation): during
detection phase, hosts are classified based on their
distance to labeled clusters. In fact, if a host is closer to
a benign cluster, then we classify it as benign, otherwise
we classify it as bot.
Output

As output, as the training set is labeled, we are able to compute
detection rates of our algorithm. Then we get:
-

the list of hosts detected as bots;

-

detection rates such as: the true detection rate, the
false detection rate, the precision, the recall, the F1score and the accuracy.

4.2

Anomaly Detection in Network Logs - Unsupervised

We design an approach for network intrusion detection in an unsupervised way. Here we explain the method,
but the tuning is not finished yet, some parameters and features might evolve.

Partner(s)

Algorithm Unsupervised Anomaly Detection
Thales

Threat detection

Network intrusion detection.

Area of implementation

Our algorithm requires Netflow data. Any capture points where
anomalous instances might be detected could be used as capture
point.

Used dataset(s)

Netflow data: MAWI Public Dataset [40], we use the dataset
202002021400.pcap, and its corresponding set of suspicious
instances 20200202_anomalous_suspicious.csv
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Input data/Feature sets

The data is unlabeled, we consider only a few fields (src_ip, src_port,
dest_ip, dest_port, event type, proto, netflow.start, netflow.end and
netflow.bytes) from the raw data to compute the following features
for each IP:
•

nb_session: number of sessions of outgoing traffic,

•

nb_dest_ip: number of distinct destination IP,

•

sum_bytes: quantity exchanged in outgoing traffic,

•

nb_connection_tot: total number of connections in the
outgoing traffic,

•

out_nb_session: number of sessions of incoming traffic,

•

out_nb_dest_ip: number of distinct source IP,

•

out_sum_bytes: quantity exchanged in incoming traffic,

•

out_nb_connection_tot: total number of connections in the
incoming traffic,

•

bytes_ratio: the ratio sum_bytes over out_sum_bytes.

To group the connections between the same couple (source,
destination) into a session, we use a threshold of 1 second.
Underlying

detected Not applicable.

pattern
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Threshold values

We used Isolation Forest algorithm; it builds an ensemble of Binary
Trees for the input dataset. It is based on the assumption that the
anomalies are present in a very small proportion and that they are
different from the normal data. Thus, they will have shortest paths
than normal instances in the binary trees.
The model can be tuned using different hyper-parameters, the most
important are:
-

n_estimators: the number of binary trees,

-

max_samples: the number of instances taken into account to
build a tree,

-

contamination: the estimated proportion of anomalous data
in the input set,

-

max_features: the maximal number of features to consider
for each tree,

-

bootstrap: to allow or not the replacement when sampling
the input data.

Method

The method is based on the Isolation Forest algorithm to detect
anomalies using the features of interest described above.

Output

Our algorithm outputs an anomaly score, then using a threshold we
can declare an instance as suspicious.

4.3

Anomaly Detection in Network Logs – Supervised

For this approach, we choose to explore different supervised methods for intrusion detection. The main
challenge is that the data is unbalanced; we have much more normal instances than anomalous ones.
We propose an algorithm that combines three classifiers to obtain a classifier with a high detection rate and
low false alarm rate.
We based our work on a recent paper by Zhou et al. [41], although we developed our algorithm in Python
using the Scikit-Learn library while they used Weka (in Java).
Algorithm: Supervised Intrusion Detection

Partner(s)

Thales

Threat

Intrusion Detection, attacks of type Probe, Denial of Service (DoS), User to Root (U2R)

detection

and Remote to Local (R2L).
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Area

of In order to implement the algorithm on real data, we need data from a probe having at

implementation least the common log metadata described in Table 3 of D4.2.
This will allow us to retrieve most of the features used in this proof of concept. Besides
if needed, we could redo a feature analysis, to adapt to the data.
Used dataset(s)

NSL-KDD dataset [42]
It is a labeled dataset derived in 2009 from the row KDD cup 99 dataset in [43]. It
contains TCP dumps from nine weeks of connections; seven are used for training and
two for testing.
The training dataset contains 125 973 rows, and the test dataset contains 22 544 rows,
with 41 features.
There are 38 labels, which can be grouped into 5 main classes: one normal and four
attacks; Probe, DoS, R2L, and U2R. The NSL-KDD datasets are imbalanced, with fewer
U2R and R2L records; moreover, the distribution of classes in the training set is very
different from the distribution in the test set (see the table below).
Normal Probe

Copyright

DoS

R2L

Training 67343

11656 45927 995

Test

2421

9711
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Input

We focus on a set of features taken directly from the original set of features of the data.

data/Feature

We choose the same features as in [41].

sets

Basic features of TCP connections:
•

service: network service of the destination,

•

flag: normal or error status of the connection,

•

src_bytes: number of data bytes from source to destination,

•

dst_bytes: number of data bytes from destination to source.

Features suggested by domain knowledge:
•

root_shell: 1 id root shell is obtained, 0 otherwise.

Traffic features computed using a two-second time window:
•

srv_serror_rate: percentage of connections that have SYN errors,

•

same_srv_rate: percentage of connections to the same service,

•

diff_srv_rate: percentage of connections to different services,

•

dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate: percentage of connections that were to different
destination machines among connections having the same port number

•

dst_host_srv_serror_rate: percentage of connections that have activated one
of the flags S0, S1, S2 or S3 among connections destined to the same IP.

Underlying

Not applicable

detected
pattern
Threshold

We use the Scikit-Learn implementation (v0.23.1) for our machine learning algorithms,

values

with these following parameters, the rest being set as default.
Random Forest:
n_estimators = 500,
max_features = 7,
max_samples = 0.77
CART (Decision Tree):
criterion = ‘entropy’,
max_features = 9,
splitter = ‘best’
K-neighbors:
n_neighbors = 5,
weights = ‘distance’
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Method

We propose an Ensemble Classifier that combines the results of three algorithms:
Random Forest, CART decision trees and K-neighbors.
Each algorithm is tuned using a 10-fold cross-validation over the training dataset. We
aim to maximize the detection rate, while preserving the accuracy.
Then we combine the predictions using the average of predicted probabilities and we
use weights to balance the cardinality of each class in the training set.

Output

We output the predicted label: Normal or Suspicious (Denial of Service, Probe, User to
Root and Remote to Local)
Below is the confusion matrix obtained for the Test dataset of NSL-KDD dataset.
Predicted Label

True label

Normal Probe DoS R2L U2R
Normal 0,94

0,02

0,01 0,00 0,02

Probe

0,01

0,76

0,05 0,05 0,13

DoS

0,05

0,07

0,72 0,10 0,06

R2L

0,08

0,00

0,00 0,30 0,62

U2R

0,12

0,34

0,03 0,04 0,47

Here the binary performances obtained, using only two classes: normal and suspicious:

4.4

•

Accuracy: 0.949

•

Detection Rate: 0.952

•

False Alarm Rate: 0.056

•

Precision: 0.958

•

Recall: 0.952

•

F1-score: 0.955

Anomaly detection in network logs – Time Series Analysis

We aim to develop another network intrusion detection using Time Series.
However, our approach is still in development, thus in this document we can only fulfil the following general
information.
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Algorithm (Time Series Analysis)

Partner(s)

Thales

Threat detection

Network Intrusion Detection using anomaly detection in time series.

Area

of Our algorithm is designed for logs obtained from Web gateway proxy.

implementation
Used dataset(s)

Thales Internal Dataset.

Input data/Feature Multivariate time series, for every couple (method, domain) and every day
sets

(over 3 months):
-

Overall volume of incoming traffic.

-

Overall volume of outgoing traffic.

-

Number of distinct sources.

-

Number of distinct users.

-

Number of requests.

The data is unlabeled. This is an unsupervised approach.
Underlying detected Not applicable
pattern
Threshold values
Method

To be defined
1) Clustering of the time series to group those that behave similarly
(company domain, leisure site, misspelling, etc.)
2) Anomaly Detection in Time Series: using ADTK toolkit or Long Short
Term Memory RNN. Our work is based on previous published
results [44] [45].
3)

(Optional) Simulated Anomalous time series and check their
detection of focus of the series that are clustered with the
simulated anomalous data.

Output

Copyright

Anomaly score over a time window
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4.5

DNS Exfiltration – Unsupervised
Partner(s)

Algorithm DNS Exfiltration – Unsupervised
Thales and RoEduNet

Threat detection

DNS Exfiltration

Area

of This algorithm requires as input a list of domains, and is designed to detect

implementation

the anomalous ones, based on the assumption that they are present is small
proportion. Thus, any capture point retrieving logs with host names (e.g. http
metadata logs), record names (e.g. the DNS metadata logs) or URL (e.g.
email.url field from smtp metadata logs) could be used as input.

Used dataset(s)

For ground-truth malicious instances, we used the generated DNS exfiltration
queries by the open-source tool ‘DNS Exfiltration Toolkit’ (DET) that are
publicly available [46]. It contains 1 405 517 domains, none are duplicates.
For ground-truth benign instances, we used the Majestic Million dataset [47].
It contains 1 000 000 domains, none are duplicates.
For normal data, we used FQDNs requests over 4h, that represents 7 307 930
domains, with many duplicates, only 22 194 unique domains.
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Input data/Feature We use the 22 194 unique domains of the 'normal data' in the training
sets

dataset.
We use only a small amount of the generated FQDNs for the training. We
select randomly 443 instances, thus 2% of our training dataset is generated
as malicious. Our training dataset contains 22 637 rows.
The rest of the data was used as a test dataset.
Notice that although we know that the generated data is suspicious, our
approach is unsupervised. This knowledge is used only for the final evaluation
steps.
From the domain we derive 8 features, similarly as in [48].

Underlying

•

Length: number of characters of the domain,

•

Len_subdomain: number of characters in subdomain,

•

Count_up: number of uppercase characters,

•

Count_num: number of numerical characters,

•

Entropy: entropy of the domain,

•

Count_labels: number of labels in the domain,

•

Max_labels_len: maximal length of a label,

•

Avg_labels_len: average label length

Not applicable

detected pattern
Threshold values

We use the Scikit-Learn implementation (v0.23.1) for our machine learning
algorithms, with these parameters, the rest being set as default.
Isolation Forest:

•

max_samples = 18

•

n_jobs = -1

•

max_features = 8

•

bootstrap = True

•

contamination = 0.02

Principal Component Analysis:

•

n_components = 2

Kmeans:

n_clusters = 4
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Method

Our method is strongly inspired from the paper published Ahmed et al. [48].
1) Pre-processing to compute the features of interest.
2) Training of the model of type Isolation Forest and of a Principal
Component Analysis.
3) Prediction using our model and combining the PCA with a Kmeans
clustering.
We have prior knowledge on the public datasets, we were thus able to
evaluate the performances of our approaches:
1) Evaluation on the training dataset
2) Prediction on test dataset.

Output

We output anomaly score and binary prediction 'suspicious' or 'normal'.
Below are our results obtained on public dataset with our two methods:
Isolation Forest
Prediction
Normal Suspicious
Input

Normal

0,98

0,02

Simulated Attack 0,04

0,96

Principal Component Analysis and KMeans

Input

Prediction

Normal

Normal

Suspicious

0,93

0,07

Simulated Attack 0,003

0,997

We have tested the generalization capacity of our models on benchmark
datasets: Majestic Million dataset as benign data, and the generated FQDNs
as suspicious dataset.
Isolation Forest: 96% of the generated FQDNs are classified as suspicious, and
100% of the Majestic domains are classified as normal.
PCA and Kmeans models: 95% of the generated FQDNs are classified as
suspicious, and 100% of the Majestic domains are classified as normal.
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4.6

Phising Detection with Typosquatting
Partner(s)

Algorithm Phishing_typosquatting_detection
Thales and RoEduNet

Threat detection

Phishing attacks using Typo squatting Detection

Area

of This algorithm requires as input a list of domains, and is designed to

implementation

detect the anomalous ones, based on the assumption that they are
present is small proportion. Thus, any capture point retrieving logs with
host names (e.g. http metadata logs), record names (e.g. the DNS
metadata logs) or URL (e.g. email.url field from smtp metadata logs)
could be used as input.

Used dataset(s)

•

Majestic Million domains as white list [47].

•

Manually generated typo squatting as a test set.

We plan to use different publicly available suspicious domain lists for
benchmarking, like [49], [50], [51].
Input data/Feature sets
Underlying

The domain name is directly used; no feature needs to be computed.

detected Detect the proximity of the domain with a popular domain to identify

pattern

typo squatting, that can be the result of successful phishing attacks

Threshold values

To be tuned on a large dataset.

Method

Given a white list of domains (base by default on the Majestic Million list
of top 1 million domains augmented with some use-case specific
domains), we analyze the URLs contained in mail to detect typo
squatting. An email containing such URLs will be tagged with a high risk
of being a phishing email.
To compute the distance of the domain to the white list, we use the
library symspellpy [52]. First we build an index from the white list, and
then we can compute in real time the Damerau or the Levenstein
distances and predict an anomaly score.
This method is very fast and light-weighted. Moreover, the white list
index can be updated dynamically.
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Output

Anomaly score, and distance from white listed domains.
We have tested the method on a custom set of typo squatting domains.
But we have not yet benchmarked our method on a large dataset.

4.7

Honey Net
Partner(s)

Algorithm (Honey Net)
Thales

Threat detection

•

Network based attacks with or without a known signature.

•

Command & Control channels.

•

Malware propagation.

Area of implementation

The Honey Net can be placed in several places inside an
infrastructure network, depending on the architecture of the
network itself.
It can be positioned near the entry point inside the network to
get attackers coming from the Internet, but it can also be placed
near subnetworks that contain critical resources (data,
applications…).
Entry points into the Honey Net can also be existing servers and
workstations, using port or HTTP redirections.

Used dataset(s)

Not applicable

Input data/Feature sets

Data used as inputs:
•

IP Addresses used in the exchanges inside the Honey
Net.

•

Login / password tuples that are used for but force
attacks.

Copyright
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•
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Underlying detected pattern

The Honey Net combines several detection patterns:
•

Delta Network flows detection: considering there
should not be traffic from outside of the Honey Net used
to fake activities, a delta between the baseline and the
observed traffic is used.

•

Login/password recording in clear text: using either
Honey Pot capacities or by recording the payload sent
to Honey Pots.

•

Exploits: done by recording the payload sent to Honey
Pots.

•
Threshold values

Statistical data: computed from source events.

Data injection in the CTI part of the Honey Net is based on
thresholds to avoid injecting the same data more than once.
Threshold values depend on the indicator computed.

Method

The model to identify potentially malicious traffic is based on IP
addresses identification.

Output

The Honey Net will produce different categories of results:
•

Alerts: when a malicious flow is detected, an alert will
be raised. The false positive rate expected is very low.

•

Information: several categories of information will be
provided.
o

Login / password.

o

Statistical data, like network scan speed.

Alarms from the Honey Net will have several forms, according to the attack type:
•

For the detection of malicious IP addresses, the format that will be used will be based on the Suricata
Netflow log, enriched with Honey Net Identification.

•

For information, like scan speed, a specific alert will be raised, based on Suricata alert format.
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5.

Anomaly Detection in Traffic/Graphical Files

Within this chapter the different traffic analysis mechanisms of the WUT partner are presented. Furthermore,
it describes the used datasets. Furthermore, WUT presents its technique for the detection of steganography
in graphical files.

5.1

Malware detection based on traffic analysis

WUT, following its experience in analysis of network attacks [32], is working on network traffic analysis for
malware and stegomalware detection. In literature, very often a machine-learning approach is reported to
be employed for this purpose. While a variety of classifiers are used for detecting malicious activity (e.g.,
Naïve Bayes classifier, Random Forests, Logistic Regression, k-NNs and SVMs with various kernels, recurrent
neural networks – RNNs), choosing the optimal feature space is crucial for accurate detection of the malicious
traffic.
WUT, as a scientific partner, within the SIMARGL project is focusing on finding a feature space that will be
most efficient in detecting traffic anomalies related to malware activities. We will particularly pay attention
to features, which might be useful in detecting steganographic transmission (e.g., used in C&C
communication). Early approaches used the classical Netflow v.5 set of parameters, which contains only a
few basic parameters: timestamps, source and destination IP addresses and port numbers, number of
packets and length of the stream. When researching this domain, scientists have added several other
features, such as flow byte rates, flow packet rates, number of packets with various flags set (e.g.,
SYN/RST/ACK flags). In [33] 80 features were identified and showed that their various subsets are helpful in
detecting different attacks.
Unfortunately, no universal feature space has been proposed so far. We will try to find an optimal feature
space which will allow efficient malware detection based on traffic analysis for various types of malware and
attacks. Detection accuracy will be evaluated, together with precision/recall/F1-scores, as well the ROC curve
and the area under it (AUC).
Detection algorithms are often proposed and verified against selected datasets only. Therefore in order to
run valuable experiments, we first propose to create an aggregated dataset, which will be a merge of multiple
datasets on the level of netflows (see the next subsection). We also plan to use unidirectional netflows in
contrast to bidirectional ones. Initial experiments for unidirectional setup showed an increase of F1-score
from 0.97 to 0.99 for the CICIDS 2017 dataset.

5.2

Datasets for traffic analyses

Since a variety of datasets with traffic data exists (in form of pcaps, netflows etc.), we decided to aggregate
data on the netflow level from a reasonable group of the datasets, in order to use them for experiments with
Copyright
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searching for the most efficient feature space. Therefore we decided to use a merge of data available from
multiple datasets, such as the previously mentioned Intrusion Detection Evaluation Dataset (CICIDS 2017),
ISOT Botnet [34], CTU-13 [35] and Booters [36]. The ISOT Botnet dataset contains itself a combination of
malicious traffic from the French chapter of the Honeynet project, involving the Storm and Waledac botnets.
The Storm botnet with overnet as a communication channel, and its successor Waledac, with HTTP
communication, are reported to be among the most popular P2P botnets. The benign part of the ISOT Botnet
traffic originates from the Traffic Lab at Ericsson Research in Hungary and the Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab. The CTU-13 dataset consists of data from 13 scenarios of different botnet samples. Booters contains
traffic from a variety of DDoS attacks.
To summarise, the merged database will contain traffic traces from various attacks, such as DoS, DDoS (e.g.,
GoldenEye, Slowloris, Slowhttptest, Hulk), botnet activities, port scanning, brute-force attacks. We will enrich
these data by traffic data samples from malware-traffic-analysis.com portal, where many traffic logs acquired
from sandboxes are located. They will include traffic from ca. 140 cases of attacks by various malware,
originating from families such as Emotet, Hancitor, Ursnif, ZLoader, IcedID, Hancitor, Qakbot, Dridex, and
Trickbot.

5.3

Detection of steganography in graphical files

As it has been observed in the past (e.g., in the Vawtrak/Neverquest malware case in 2015, attacks on
Magento e-commerce platforms in 2016, AdGholas malware case), images can carry hidden data, such as
URL addresses, stolen data or even malicious code. Therefore, it is planned that the SIMARGL toolkit will be
capable of detecting whether an image contains hidden data or not. WUT will concentrate on analysis of JPEG
images, focusing on their content (in contrast to our partner ITTI Sp. z o.o., which analyse the JPEG structure).
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed steganalysis system for JPEG images
In literature various steganalytic methods for JPEG images have been already described. Following one of
these methods proposed in [37], called Discrete Cosine Transform Residual (DCTR), we will also use the
discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients as the input for our method. The DCT coefficients are calculated
within 8x8 pixel blocks during the process of JPEG encoding. Next, these coefficients will be analysed by two
or more neural-based classifiers, which aim will be to analyse their statistics or extract phase-related
parameters. These features are often impacted by steganographic methods, this is why we plan to focus on
them. The analyses will be run in three dimensions: luminance (Y) and chrominance (Cb, Cr). Most likely a
convolutional neural network (CNN) and a correlation-based classifier will be used as classification
algorithms. Based on these classifiers an ensemble classifier will be built, forming this way a detection system
as depicted in Figure 1.
As the training and testing data we plan to use JPEG files from the IStego100K corpus [38], which contains
100k pairs of cover and stego JPEG images, created using various steganographic methods (J-uniward, nsF5
and UERD). Detection accuracy will be analysed, both for the constituting classifiers and the ensemble
classifier. Precision/recall/F-score, as well as the ROC curve will be shown and analysed. So far it was possible
to detect the stego images in a test set (DS-Test) with accuracy ranging from 53.96% up to 67.24% [38], WUT
will aim at improving these results, so that the SIMARGL toolkit will be equipped with an efficient mechanism
for detection of manipulated JPEG images.
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6.

Anomaly Detection in Files

Algorithm descriptions and results of the anomaly detection in files are presented in the tables. In addition
to the descriptions, some results are also provided in the following.

6.1

Detection of malicious Powershell
Algorithm: Detection of Malicious Powershell

Partner(s)

Airbus

Threat

Detection of malicious Powershell

detection
Area

of Not applicable as Orion Malware is a file base analysis which receives files from other

implementation network appliances.
Used dataset(s)

Airbus internal dataset composed of more than 10 000 safe Powershell scripts and 1038
malicious ones.

Input
data/Feature

As script are not structured, the dataset has been prepared, cleaned and structured.
For example, comments and scripts have been removed from the scripts.

sets
Underlying

Not applicable

detected
pattern
Threshold

We used an evolutive model, so the threshold varies over time and tends to decrease

values

as the data are more and more diversified.

Method

Ensemble Method

Output

The false positive rate was under 1% with a detection rate of 80%

Data preprocessing
As the dataset is composed of unstructured data (script), we need to clean and structure these files.
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Extraction of potential features
Cleaning of the script files
To extract potential business features, noise inside files should be removed. Noise comes from the presence
of a same word in different formats (uppercase or lowercase). All scripts have been modified to be written
in lowercase. Noise also comes from the presence of strings and comments.
Comments
Comments in Powershell scripts can be done:
Using # for simple comments
Using <# at the beginning and #> at the end for a commented paragraph
Simple comments and commented paragraphed have been removed from the dataset scripts. However, it
was difficult to remove simple comments within a code line.
Strings
Strings are made using:
A simple quote (‘) for comments
A double quote (“) to put variables.
Both types have been removed from scripts to reduce noise.
Other deletions
All symbols (except -) have been removed as we are looking for business keywords (which do not contain
symbols). Keywords which contain only numbers, and/or have strictly less than 1 character and/or have
strictly more than 5 characters have also been removed.
Stopwords and useless words
After reducing the noise in the scripts, the remaining keywords have been extracted. However there were
still some empty words (stopwords) or some remaining PE as “ADKDJKAQJDS”. They have been removed.
Moreover, all the keywords which are not business keywords should be removed to have a model accepted
by customers and analysts.
Data visualization
To better understand the data, we realized some analysis as words counting and Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), which allow us to notice that lots of files with a different sha256 signature were actually really
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similar. The following figure illustrates a plot of the data from the two principal PCA components, which
represent 70% of the total data variance.

Figure 2: The representation of data from the first two components of the ACP with Kmean k=13.

Colours illustrate the different clusters of data issued from Kmeans algorithm with k=13 (k=13 is an arbitrary
choice to have a readable schema). This plot demonstrates that lots of files are similar as for 1038 files
represented in this figure, we have only few points close one from another.
As we cannot realize statistical analysis on hundreds of files quite all identical to not distort the results, we
decided to identify these groups of identical scripts and keep only one copy of each group.
Files similarity
Similarity comes from the fact that attackers used part of “existing” malware to create a new one. Gathering
together similar files can be achieved:
-

By hand

-

Using machine learning (unsupervised)

Hierarchical ascending classification (HAC)
HAC is an unsupervised algorithm of Machine Learning which aims at bringing files together (creating clusters
of files).
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At the beginning of the algorithm, each data is equivalent to a class. For each iteration two data, the closest
according to a specific criterion, are gathered. So, at each stage, the algorithm creates even larger clusters.
It ends when all the data are gathered in a unique cluster.
This classification can be depicted by a dendrogram (classification tree). Depending on where we stop the
dendrogram, we decided the number and the size of the clusters.
Distance matrix
The similarity between two data is depicted in the distance matrix. In our case the most appropriate distance
is the cosine distance.
Linkage
For each iteration, when the two closest data in terms of cosine distance have been identified, they are
aggregated using the mean distance.
First iteration:

Figure 3: Dendrogram for iteration 1 (for all initially available data).

For the first iteration we decided to cut the dendrogram at a cophenetic distance of 0.05. As this distance is
very small, we are quite sure that all the data gathered together in a cluster are quite identical.
For this distance we have 285 clusters with 82 compose of more than one file.
Below is summarized the first 1000 characters of 3 files belonging to a same cluster:
file:
ea10854186506213cc52b759884efd3c909bf5d6b5b2c1c22211d067041d6d3d
content:
function baibetzrxt() { param(
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[parameter(mandatory=$true, position=0)] [string]
$jpjxooxazyyiz, [parameter(mandatory=$true, position=1)]
[string] $boicfqwta ) $nqzsecmnckipobj = new-object
net.webclient try { $ivmide =
$nqzsecmnckipobj.downloaddata($boicfqwta) } catch {
[net.servicepointmanager]::securityprotocol =
[net.securityprotocoltype]::tls12 $ivmide =
$nqzsecmnckipobj.downloaddata($boicfqwta) }
[io.file]::writeallbytes($jpjxooxazyyiz, $ivmide) } function
lqbrtovdfozcwxm() { param( [parameter(mandatory=$true,
position=0)] [string] $kblubhaxgfcttte )
$irmcjnfldqyluyl +=
'tvqqaamaaaaeaaaa//8aalgaaaaaaaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaeaeaaa4fug4atannibgbtm0hvghpcybwcm9ncmftignhbm5vdcbiz
sbydw4gaw4gre9tig1vzguudq0kjaaaaaaaaaawc5ksuhl8wvis/mfsevzbfemdwvas
/mhmsjvbuxl8wv9ai8fhevzbx0acwems/mffqb3bzxl8wvtqf8fbevzbw2pvwxcs/mf
sev3bchd8weemfsecevzb54wjw
file:
9ba0535c61d531c8128acb5431ca8308e9fec809a9098921e6074822ab2302b9
content:
function baibetzrxt() { param(
[parameter(mandatory=$true, position=0)] [string]
$jpjxooxazyyiz, [parameter(mandatory=$true, position=1)]
[string] $boicfqwta ) $nqzsecmnckipobj = new-object
net.webclient try { $ivmide =
$nqzsecmnckipobj.downloaddata($boicfqwta) } catch {
[net.servicepointmanager]::securityprotocol =
[net.securityprotocoltype]::tls12 $ivmide =
$nqzsecmnckipobj.downloaddata($boicfqwta) }
[io.file]::writeallbytes($jpjxooxazyyiz, $ivmide) } function
lqbrtovdfozcwxm() { param( [parameter(mandatory=$true,
position=0)] [string] $kblubhaxgfcttte )
$irmcjnfldqyluyl +=
'tvqqaamaaaaeaaaa//8aalgaaaaaaaaaqaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaeaeaaa4fug4atannibgbtm0hvghpcybwcm9ncmftignhbm5vdcbiz
sbydw4gaw4gre9tig1vzguudq0kjaaaaaaaaaawc5ksuhl8wvis/mfsevzbfemdwvas
/mhmsjvbuxl8wv9ai8fhevzbx0acwems/mffqb3bzxl8wvtqf8fbevzbw2pvwxcs/mf
sev3bchd8weemfsecevzb54wjw
file:
faab7cc46924fd33a20faae443c86e362de50699d81f4c5c4a055b9964f3fc27
content:
function bimhyrjjsmlzddu() { param(
[parameter(mandatory=$true, position=0)] [string] $kiravq,
[parameter(mandatory=$true, position=1)] [string]
$kblubhaxgfcttte ) [version]$hmzos = get-wmiobject -class
win32_operatingsystem | select-object -expandproperty version
$bqefemhiqhkrv = 'setdvtpcu29mdhdhc' $bqefemhiqhkrv +=
'mvcq2xhc3nlc1xtc2' $bqefemhiqhkrv += 'nmawxlxhnozwxsxg9'
$bqefemhiqhkrv += 'wzw5cy29tbwfuza==' $bqefemhiqhkrv =
fuvzrxssgnww $bqefemhiqhkrv $wdsmyrzsexlmzu =
'xfn5c3rlbtmyxgv2' $wdsmyrzsexlmzu += 'zw50dndylmv4zq=='
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$wdsmyrzsexlmzu = fuvzrxssgnww $wdsmyrzsexlmzu
$rtvschgmebccnf = 'setdvtpcu29mdhdhcm' $rtvschgmebccnf +=
'vcq2xhc3nlc1xtcy1z' $rtvschgmebccnf += 'zxr0aw5nc1xtagvsbf'
$rtvschgmebccnf += 'xpcgvuxgnvbw1hbmq=' $rtvschgmebccnf =
fuvzrxssgnww $rtvschgmebccnf $vfhwxlyoyzyk =
'xfn5c3rlbtmyxgzv' $vfhwxlyoyzyk += 'zghlbhblci5legu='
$vfhwxlyoyzyk = f
Within these 82 clusters, one gathers 142 Powershell files. These files are a copy/paste from a same file with
minor modifications. After analysis we identify that this cluster exploits Mimikatz 2.0 and InvokeReflectivePEInjection to steal identification data.
After this first iteration, we have now 285 malicious Powershell files. However, some files are still quite
similar, so new iterations are needed to refine the linkage.
For the second iteration, we have decided again to cut the dendrogram at a cophenetic distance of 0.05.
Except one cluster which included two files, all the others were composed of one observation. The smallest
files between the two have been removed.
For the third iteration, if we cut at 0.05, each observation will have its own cluster. So we decided to take a
cophenetic distance of 0.3 to gather some observations together. For this distance we have 198 clusters with
44 composed of more than one file. As the cophenetic distance is quite important, we will not remove
automatically files to keep only one per cluster, whereas we will for each cluster check manually the content
of files to verify the similarities within the cluster.
By doing this and by removing also files which were not written in Powershell, we finally removed 53 files.
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Figure 4: Dendrogram 3rd iteration

For the fourth iteration, we had 234 files and we decided to cut the dendrogram at 0.5. We had 131 clusters
with 41 containing more than one file. As the cophenetic distance was important, we checked manually as
presented in the third iteration the similarity between files within a cluster. Finally, 19 files have been
removed.
For the last iteration, we didn’t use the algorithm as we were more or less satisfied of the variability obtained
at the 4th iteration. This iteration mainly consists in removing not Powershell files. At the end we had 187
malicious Powershell.

Creation of potential features
We extracted from these 187 files the Powershell keywords, which can potentially become new features of
Orion Malware.

Linkage of potential features
In order to limit the number of keywords, we decided to gather together keywords which are related to the
same action like data download, etc.

Classification of malicious powershell files
We have tested different ensemble methods.
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6.2

Detection of malicious Office files
Algorithm: Detection of Malicious Office files

Partner(s)

Airbus

Threat detection

Detection of malicious Office files but also implementation of a score for 5
categories: network, files, system, persistence and process

Area of

Not applicable as Orion Malware is a file base analysis which receives files from

implementation

other network appliances.

Used dataset(s)

Airbus internal dataset which includes 5 000 safe or malicious files coming from
Orion Malware database (results of Orion Malware static analysis).

Input

We have used the variables provided by the Orion Malware static analysis (some

data/Feature

have been removed and others have been transformed) which have then be

sets

gathered in 5 categories: file, process, persistence, system and network in order to
give a score for each categories.
The dataset has been divided into two: tests and training data according to the
threshold value.

Underlying
detected pattern
Threshold values
Several threshold values have been tested, but finally 0,65 has been selected.
Method

Ensemble methods

Output

The false positive rate is inferior to 1 % with a detection rate superior to 85%.

6.3

Detection of script filetype

Partner(s)

Copyright
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Algorithm: Detection of script filetype
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Threat

Detection of script filetype

detection
Area of

Not applicable as Orion Malware is a file base analysis which receives files from other

implementati

network appliances.

on
Used

Airbus internal dataset composed of scripts with several filetype that have been

dataset(s)

separated in different classes:
-

Major class (of interest) including Powershell, Python, Javascript, Ruby, Perl, VBS,

Shell and BAT
-

Minor class including other types of scripts like go, coffescript...

-

Other types of files like txt, C...

Input
data/Feature
sets
Underlying
detected
pattern
Threshold

NA

values
Method

Convolutional neural networks described in the « Text Understanding from Scratch »
article from Xiang Zhang and Yann LeCun.

Output

The result of the algorithm is the filetype of the script analysed.
The following table summarizes the detection rate
vbs

pytho

bat

javascri

n

ruby

pt

Powershe

perl

ll

Detectio

1

0.99

0.97

0.97

0.97

0.99

0.98

0.99

n rate

(teste

(teste

(teste

(tested

(teste

(teste

(tested

(teste

d

Copyright

shell
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on d

on on
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on d

on on 18416 d
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20000
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files)

files)

files)
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There are two types of the false positive:
-

Identify a filetype in the major class (of interest) instead of another in the same

class
-

Identify a filetype of the minor class as one of the major class.

In fact, the second false positive is not so important as the minor class includes filetype
for which Orion Malware doesn't have specific malware analysor. So, it has no impact on
the performance of Orion malware detection, if we are not able to identify filetype for
the minor class or if we identify them wrongly.
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7.

Conclusion

As a deliverable of the task 4.3 this document is a result of joint effort in the Work Package 4. In total, we
have described twelve global principles of each machine learning algorithm implemented in SIMARGL and
presented a contextualization of machine learning in relation to the algorithms used by the consortium
partners. The selection of the presented methods will be further used in a toolkit developed in the SIMARGL
project. The methods will be additionally evaluated and validated in the future, while the output of this
collaborative work is also visible in accepted peer-reviewed papers at prestigious venues, i.e. the
International Conference on Availability, Reliability and Security 2020 (ACM, Core B rated), and the journal
Neurocomputing (IF: 4.438). The mentioned papers are to be published later.
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